
SRC narrative results from March 2021 survey

This comment was placed at the top of one survey
-Year round safety is a good goal, but it seems the BIG problem is SUMMER (May-Oct) vs
WINTER (Nov-Apr).

WHERE IS IT UNSAFE TO WALK, CYCLE OR DRIVE IN THE ISLAND?

-Any curves, near transfer station, near ICC, near “Y”
-Everywhere in the summer
-blind hills and corners.people drive way too fast-they act like they’re trying to get to a fire! If it's
the ferry they’re trying to catch-leave 5-10 min earlier instead of tailing someone or racing by
when you have a pet or a kid, etc.
-unsafe for vehicles at the road split by Terry’s farm house. Unsafe for walkers and cyclists on
corner and where the roadway does not have clear separation between vehicles and others
-nighttime
-all main roads
-main roads
-west bay rd where there are curves and no shoulder so you don’t know what is coming
-the absence of shoulders and the rutted roads make cycling trick everywhere, particularly on
the “ihop”-historical, town center, ferry road
-the narrows in the center of the island. Up island loop is pretty bad too.
-safe if you follow the rules
-walking-main road, esp. Where there are sharp turns. Driving -dirt roads during “mud” season,
esp. East shore road
-anywhere you don’t pay attention or are not aware of your surroundings
-driving post office island market  cycle/walk -everywhere except Hewes Pt. Rd which is straight
and flat, wide
-no where, if you use common sense and are understanding of the community
-main rd-specifically between “town” and Big Tree
-cyclists from off island tend to think they own the rod and take up too much space in travel
lanes sometime
-narrows, town center
-Billy Warren’s shop to town beach-corners and narrow roads
-I feel its fine
-it is safe everywhere IF vigilant
-it is unsafe to walk/cycle side by side or in the middle of the road
-ferry road especially with snow banks, especially after dark (I also had to stop and tell a 12 yo
power skateboarder to get out of the traffic lane when the ferry was unloading!)
-main roads
-ferry rd west bay
-curves through the narrows
-sand near historical society
-road at main rd and Pendleton point road



-big tree area is tricky. Dark harbor shop is tricky in summer. Island market/P.O. area is
dangerous
-west bay rd; (main rd from Pendleton pt to big tree beach)
-at every curve in the road where you can not see who or what is coming in the opposite
direction-scary! And extremely dangerous! Examples -narrows, heading up west bay rd toward
ferry (from historical bldg)
-P.O. area
-on any curves or hills
-not in most places for most of the year
-not really safe to bicycle anywhere worst when folks are racing to get the ferry. Trucks go way
too fast
-nearly everywhere since there are no walking paths and roads aren’t wide enough
-unsafe to walk where there isn’t room to jump clear of oncoming cars
-when people are speeding to get to work, from work, or to get the ferry
-visibility is not good near the school because of the curves in the road driving down island
-most roads are hilly and have curves. Many bicyclists ignore rules of the road, riding double file
or swerving toward the middle of the road
-Grindle point/ferry road
-ferry road
-on most of the major roads because of car speed, should be 30 mph and enforced!
-almost everywhere for cycles because they forget they are still in Maine. Resident cyclists cycle
w/more caution
-any long straight stretch of road
-safe everywhere as long as you use common sense
-West bay road-from historical society to BTB
-around corners, narrows to BTB
-from Historical society to Durkee’s
-anywhere along Main Rd/Pendleton Point Rd
-many places on West Bay, Hill on Mill Creek by Williams house
-where people back out into the road from the post office and store(Island Market)
-West bay road and pendleton point road south of Dark Harbor, large trucks sometimes drive too
fast, Golf club road - vehicles drive the wrong way
-the narrows ferry landing for walking and cycling
Westbound travelers on mill creek road turning left onto golf club road are in great jeopardy. A
very bad accident WILL happen on this spot. Improve sight lines ` or widen the turn radius, etc.
-west bay rd from historical society to curve by smith’s landing. The narrows area. Mill creek
bridge. P.p. rd going south from d.h. To beyond top of hill by Christ church
-given low traffic volumes and speeds, it is pretty safe-but paved shoulders would be a big plus
-anywhere through the length of the “narrows” or from Christchurch to Big Tree Beach

WHEN IS IT UNSAFE  TO WALK, CYCLE OR DRIVE IN THE ISLAND?



-Any place trucks go by, pickups speed and don’t give 3 feet right of way to walkers or cyclists,
18 wheelers are not respectful but they kick up dust
-Summer
-when people drive too fast when they go by - they don’t slow down when they pass you
-generally unsafe for walkers and cyclists when the sun goes down.  Night Time provides drivers
with lights to see oncoming traffic on blind spots, however deer movement is certainly a
constant concern for vehicles after dark.
-always
-most always
-summer season
-dusk; or shortly before and after the ferry because of speeding
-ferry time
-in the summer it feels too busy. In the winter, we have ice. I just feel like the roads in general
are too narrow to be used for so many purposes all at once.
-nighttime
-”mud” season for dirt roads
-whenever you don’t pay attention or are not aware of your surroundings
Always: summer-more of each category using roads...winter-weather conditions-ice snow on
roads and shoulders-less light
-never, if you have common sense
-at any time
-tough getting out of the store and p.o. Parking at busy times for drivers
-edge of dark low visibility
-I feel its fine
-snow storms dark
-after dark, during snow storms, when ferry is unloading (in ferry road)
-summer months
-ferry departure time
-summertime near big tree, post office/island market
-spring time
-road at main rd and Pendleton point road
-cycling for families seems unsafe everywhere on the island
-between 8:38a and 5:30p
-summer 6a - 6:30p. Within ½ hour of the ferry landing (and cars and trucks exiting). Curves of
the road - anytime
-maybe widen one side of the roads so there's at least a place to move over when a vehicle
approaches a pedestrian or biker
-noonish
-after dark
-mostly summer for all three; cycling on curves, driving when those darn bike tours come over
-summer when there is lots of traffic and dump truck drivers are too busy or feeling hostile, and
summer people are mooring along, not paying attention
-cycling - always
- particularly dusk/dawn when deer crossings are more prevalent



-after dark, gray days or inclement weather
-speeding + speeding + speeding!!
-summer
-snow and ice
-depending on ferry schedule
-on most of the major roads because of car speed, should be 30 mph and enforced!
-summer
-never
-dusk - deer
-when there is a lot of snow, so difficult to move off road when walking.  Mill Creek road opposite
the Rolerson’s - banked towards woods, snow pulls you to the right.  Blind hills and curves -
caution required
-during times when folks are rushing to catch the ferry or rushing home from the ferry
-dusk, very low sun angle at various times
-All of the times especially7:00AM to 8:30AM and 4:00PM to 5:30PM
-7:00-8:30AM 3:00-5:00PM
-when you do it in the middle of the road
-july-sept, winter months if snowy or icy for walking
-7-9:30 AM, 4:15 to 5:45PM
-Mill creek road and golf club road

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU WOULD LIKE U TO KNOW REGARDING SAFETY ON
ISLESBORO ROADS

-Too many rude people in pickup trucks get too close, go too fast, splash water and dirt
-generally traffic drives too fast in areas that are well posted. Road improvements should
consider the rise in ocean levels in ???? already facing water going over the ros spragues
beach, narrows and narrow part of road just before ferry. Road improvements should consist of
taking hills and curves away and building a strong base before hottop.
-education re “walk facing traffic” and bike”riding with traffic” and enforcing this. Also dogs on
leash or under control.
-Summer cyclists often stop in the center of the road after going uphill or spread out across the
road.  Perhaps cycle safety could be posted on the ferry? How about some pull-out areas for
resting?
-do NOT narrow the roads!!
-please consider upgrading the road surface east shore dr. as it is almost impassible when it
gets muddy, thank you!
-i think a fitness trial in the woods would be nice for walkers and bikers and strollers.  Biking and
walking on the road is bad for inhaling car exhaust. Also nature is better for your soul, so
having trails off road would be great….similar to IIT trails
-fitness trail from ICC to BTB - yes in theory; no in practicality
-beware the best laid plans of mice and men



-I have seen an increase of kids on bikes-ear pods in -no helmet-not paying attention. It is now
at the point where it is so unsafe to walk w/out sidewalks that some of us are not getting out
there
-large bicycle groups aren’t very safe
-islesboro roads are generally in poor condition. Inadequate drainage and poor road base lead
to pavement failures, potholes encroaching vegetation, erosion on dirt roads and limited site
distances, all of which make trouble for all road uses.  Improving drainage and expanding road
shoulders would help. Management of the entire R-O-W should be a priority municipal
service/responsibility. Provide “rules of the road” in other ways-mailings, pamphlets, workshops,
posters, video, website, etc. Road signs are often a visual blight.
-cyclists need to use their brains and stay to the edge of the road and single file
-better enforcement; speed, driver manner
-the crown is too steep in some areas.  It is hard to walk or cycle near the edge of the road
-it would be nice if the town had a power broom to get rid of sand on the roads
-people go too fast! A campaign to reduce speed in general would be desirable
-I’m a walker and a cyclist.  It seems to me that most (if not all!) islanders are safe and
considerate about getting off the road/out of the way of traffic, obeying the rules of the road.
Off-island cyclists are the worst, practicing all kinds of unsafe behaviors, and giving all cyclists a
bad name!
-educate people really: rules of the road
-could you put up some deer crossing signs so that they know where they can cross? thanks!
-most of the year it’s safe to drive at 40-45 almost everywhere except town office/ P.O. area and
in dark harbor where slowing to 25mph is a better idea
-we need a bike path
-there needs to be a crosswalk at the iCC parking lot on main rd
-if this an attempt to provide accommodations for bicycle tours you need to find ways for them to
pay for it
-1. Pickup trucks speed and are big - no room for mistakes...2.big dump trucks are frightening
for little cars, + bicyclers, walkers can jump in woods!!!
-would it be possible to lower the speed limit to 30 for the areas that are currently 40? That plus
a nice shoulder to walk on in all areas would make it more safe. Perhaps lower to 20 or 30
where shoulders aren’t possible
-bicyclists have to know NOT to stop on hills or corners
-it would be wonderful to have a short stretch of sidewalk (maybe between ICC and town office
or big tree beach) for kids to practice bike riding and for safe stroller (i.e. naps) walking.
-crosswalk @ store and P.O.
-Islesboro roads need to be resurfaced including dirt roads
-visiting cyclists should know the concerns
-Islesboro roads are basically unusable for anything other than vehicle traffic.  I would love for
my children to be able to walk and bike safely around the island.  I currently walk on the road,
but I think it would benefit the entire island to make more of it accessible by foot or other
pedestrian traffic
-we are not in favor of sidewalks down near the post office and island market.  Thank you We
think the parking should be behind the market



-Signs should state reason for caution  - blind curve, hill, bicycles + pedestrians on road.
Preferred bicycle route along Mill Creek (avoid West Bay).
-yes, road between and ICC - 25 mph should be enforced
-the roads really need workable sides(shoulders). Every crest of a hill or wide corner is
dangerous
-people drive way too fast !!!
-could “stop” signs be more prominent? Or could photos of speeding vehicles be taken?
-there’s too much brush impinging on many roads, making it hard for walkers, bikes, etc. Our
roads need to be cut to full width.

Comment placed at bottom of survey
-I would love to have a bike path from end to end of the island. It would be good for our health
and the environment. However I don’t want to turn the island into a tourist attraction. I don’t see
how to have a good balance


